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Although there have been numerous
variously as “workplace violence,”
deadly attacks by radical Islamists in the
“mass shooting,” “gunmen,”
United States and in Europe over the last
“terrorism,” “violent extremism,” and
few years, the Obama administration
similar euphemisms.
and the liberal media are still unwilling
The Media Research Center is docuto clearly describe what is going on,
menting and exposing this liberal media
and they repeatedly promote the same
deception through its various divisions,
failed, leftist solution:
press releases, social
more gun control.
media, and interviews
Radical Muslims are
of its expert staff on
Radical Islamic
waging war against the
television and talk
Terrorist Attacks:
United States, and also
radio.
Shooting and attempted
particularly against
The San Bernardino
bombing at office party in San
France, yet the White
attack illustrates well
Bernardino, Calif.
House refuses to use
how the liberal media
Fatal shooting at the recruiting
the words “radical
and leftist lawmakers
station in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Islamic terrorism,” and
work hand-in-hand
Draw Muhammed contest
the liberal media play
to push their agenda.
New York subway
along.
Let’s look at some
hatchet attack
This happened with
details.
Boston Marathon bombings
the Islamist attack
Although the
in San Bernardino,
evidence
in San
Fort Hood massacre
Calif., on Dec. 2, in
Bernardino,
even
Shooting at Little Rock
which 14 Americans
as the attack was
recruiting office
were murdered and
unfolding, smacked
... but not according to
22 were wounded. It
of Islamic terrorism,
was also the case with
President Barack
the liberal media.
the fatal shooting at
Obama, the liberal
the recruiting station
media, and terrorin Chattanooga, the Draw Muhammed
apologists such as pro-extremist Muslim
contest, the New York subway hatchet
CAIR spun the story away from any
attack, the Boston Marathon bombings,
mention of Islam.
Fort Hood, and the Little Rock recruiting
One day after the attack, Obama
office shooting.
couldn’t decide if it might be
In those latter instances, 25 people
“terrorist-related” or “it’s possible
were murdered and 220 wounded, and
this was workplace-related.” He
every killer was a radical Muslim. But
also claimed “we don’t know” the
the federal government and the liberal
killers’ “motivations.” If so, he’s some
media chose to describe those acts
Continued on page 2
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He then again pushed
for
more “gun-safety
Commander-in-Chief.
measures”
and restrictions
(It was quickly revealed
on “assault weapons.”
that the terrorists Syed
The liberal media
Farook and his bride from
obediently
parroted the
Pakistan, Tashfeen Malik,
president.
were hardcore Muslims who
The New York Times
had been in regular contact
ran
a front-page editorial
with Islamic extremists.)
slamming
gun-rights
Echoing the
advocates
and calling for
administration, Mother
gun
confiscation.
NBC’s
Jones’ Mark Follman told
Deflecting from any hint of radical Islam the day of
Today
praised
the
editorial
MSNBC’s Chris Hayes that
the San Bernardino killings, CNN’s Tom Fuentes claimed
CBS
This
in
two
stories;
“the confluence of possible
it could be “an anti-government domestic militia
gave
it
nearly
3
Morning
motive here is really
group,” and CNN’s Harry Houck thumped,
minutes
of
coverage.
fascinating,” and “this may
Univision’s Jorge Ramos
have been some kind of
lumped the Islamist attack
workplace violence.”
in with “a pattern now of
CAIR said it was
mass shootings” — not an
waiting “to know the real
act of war — and then called for repealing the 2nd
motives.” Hayes himself then chimed in, “we don’t
Amendment.
know the motives,” and wondered if motivation
ABC’s Jon Karl noted that, “before knowing
ultimately is “fundamentally unknowable?”
anything about the shooters or how they got their
The next day, the Washington Post was claiming
weapons,” Obama “said it is time for Congress to pass
“motive elusive in deadly California rampage,” and the
tougher gun laws.”
Wall Street Journal was singing the same tune, “CaliNBC’s Luke Russert relayed Hillary Clinton’s tweet,
fornia shooters leave clues, but no clear motive.”
“we
must take action to stop gun violence now.”
Deflecting further, CNN analyst Tom Fuentes
Even
liberal dinosaur Dan Rather posted on Facebook,
claimed that the attack on the San Bernardino health
“When
will we as a nation, finally decide to take
department facility seemed more like “a domestic
action?
What will it take?”
militia group, an anti-government domestic militia
The
liberal
media have unapologetically adopted
group.” Another CNN analyst Harry Houck surmised,
the
left’s
anti-Second
Amendment agenda in the wake
“It could be some right-wing group.” Some analysts.
of
San
Bernardino.
Our
country is under attack and
Not a peep that it possibly — just maybe! — could
they
want
us
unarmed.
be radical Islamists.
And, they’re apologists for radical Islam. They
CNN contributor Casey Jordan argued that the
claim
that even mentioning “Islam” will create a
“disgruntled employee” [Syed Farook] who had a
backlash
and sprout new jihadists, and then they say
“Middle Eastern” name may have been “offended”
radical
Islamic
terrorism has absolutely nothing to do
by the “holiday party,” that it was a “grudge” and
with
Islam.
In
other
words, don’t mention Islam or
designed to “look like terrorism.”
Muslims, or you’re an Islamophobic bigot.
To further distract from radical Islamic terror in
The MRC is documenting and exposing this
California, the liberal media ran stories about the danjournalistic
subterfuge every day, and delivering the
gers of “anti-Muslim rhetoric.” NBC’s Andrea Mitchell
truth
to
millions
of Americans 24/7.
fretted that such talk had reached a perilous pitch.
You can help us in this vital fight by supporting our
Her colleague Chuck Todd warned of “Islamophowork and making a donation today. Call 571-267-3500
bia,” and predicted “it’s going to get ugly.” The New
or email us. We look forward to speaking with you.
York Times blamed “anti-Muslim remarks” of Donald
Sincerely,
Trump and Ben Carson for an “escalation in hateful

Continued from page 1

“It could be some right-wing
group, for all I know.”

episodes” against U.S. Muslims.
Ironically, MSNBC’s Melissa Harris-Perry fumed that
The Times ran a photo of Islamic terrorist Tafsheen
Malik wearing a hijab, railing that it was sending a
message that “this is what terrorism looks like.”
On Dec. 6, Obama told America that the San Bernardino killers “had gone down the dark path of radicalization” and had embraced “a perverted interpretation
of Islam” — but they were not “radical Islamists”!

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President

The Media Research Center participates in the
Combined Federal Campaign (CFC).
MRC’s CFC number is 12489.
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LIBERAL MEDIA STOOP TO NEW LOW
Mock Conservatives and People of Faith for Offering Prayers
for San Bernardino Terrorist Victims
One of the leftist media’s most anti-religious
and repulsive instances of bias occurred the day
after Islamic terrorists slaughtered 14 people in San
Bernardino, Calif. On that day, the New York Daily
News mocked — on its front page! — conservative
lawmakers who had expressed compassion and
offered prayers for the victims and their families.
Making the situation more revolting, numerous
journalists at CNN, NBC, and CBS applauded the
Daily News and repeatedly broadcast its nauseating
cover for two days.
The Daily News’ massive front-page headline
on Dec. 3 read, “GOD ISN’T FIXING THIS,” and
included pictures and tweets by Ted Cruz, Rand
Paul, Lindsey Graham, and Paul Ryan expressing
their condolences and “prayers.”

The New York Daily News’ cover ridiculed conservatives
who offered prayers for the San Bernardino Islamist terror
victims, a mocking that was applauded and given wide
coverage by liberal reporters at CNN, NBC and CBS.

The sub-headline read, “As latest batch of
innocent Americans are left lying in pools of blood,
cowards who could truly end gun scourge continue
to hide behind meaningless platitudes.”
The MRC quickly called out the Daily News and
its “offensive and disgraceful” cover. In a press
release that morning, MRC President Brent Bozell
said, “For a major city newspaper to use their
front page to mock people who are praying after
what happened yesterday is unconscionable and
unbefitting a publication that purports to be a
serious media outlet.”

One of the more
despicable comments
was spewed by Gene
Weingarten of the
Washington Post:
“Dear ‘thoughts and
prayers’ people:
Please shut up and
slink away. You are
the problem, and
everyone knows it.”

Bozell then called
on the publisher of
the Daily News to
1) apologize not just
to the GOP presidential
candidates and
Speaker of the
House but every
person of faith it
offended; 2) fire the
person responsible
for approving the
front page story
immediately; and 3) launch an investigation into the
personnel and policies that allowed this to happen
so that it never happens again.
“If the news media want to be atheists, that’s
their business,” said Bozell. “But how dare they now
ridicule people of faith. This kind of anti-religious
bigotry is precisely what fuels Islamic terrorists’
hatred toward Americans.”
The liberal media, however, were giddy. On CBS
This Morning, co-anchor Gayle King declared, “I
thought that headline was very powerful.” Foreverliberal Charlie Rose thundered, “We have to do
something. As the New York Daily News said, God is
not going to fix it. We have to fix it.”
One of the more despicable comments was
spewed by Gene Weingarten of the Washington
Post: “Dear ‘thoughts and prayers’ people: Please
shut up and slink away. You are the problem, and
everyone knows it.”
In TV appearances on Fox’s Varney & Co. and
the Fox Business Network, Bozell blasted the
anti-religious bigots in the liberal media for their
“vicious, vicious attacks” on conservatives and for
“ridiculing people of faith.”
“America offers prayerful comfort to the
victims and the media ridicule it,” said Bozell.
“The news media’s values are repulsive.”
Brent Bozell’s statement about the Daily News
was also distributed to the MRC Action Team and
seen by more than 2 million people on social media
and cable television. His interviews on Fox about
the scandal can be viewed at MRC.org and at
NewsBusters.
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Bits & Pieces
Worshipping Obama

Although two former FBI agents explained how Tashfeen Malik
had been radicalized into an Islamic terrorist, CNN’s Erin
Burnett didn’t like that answer and asked if “something else”
could have been a trigger, such as “post-partum psychosis.”

‘Post-Partum’ Islamic Terror?

Desperate to find any reason for the San Bernardino
terrorist attack except radical Islam, CNN’s Erin Burnett
went so far beyond reality to suggest it might have been
caused by “postpartum psychosis.” Yes, she said that. On
CNN Live, after two former FBI agents explained in detail
how the female terrorist, Tashfeen Malik, had been radicalized and extensively trained, Burnett wasn’t satisfied.
She implored, “I just have to ask you, could there
be something else, anything else, that could have
explained her involvement? Something like a postpartum
psychosis?” One of the former agents than carefully
explained that “postpartum psychosis” is “typically
internal,” and the “violence goes internally.” The other
agent also noted that Malik “clearly had advanced
[terrorist] training and clearly lots of it.”
On the same day of Burnett’s report, Dec. 4, CNN.com
had reported that Malik had “pledged allegiance to ISIS”
on Facebook, a fact that Burnett apparently missed.

Although nearly all observers panned President
Barack Obama’s passionless speech from the White
House about the San Bernardino terrorist attack,
CNN’s Fareed Zakaria swiftly ran to Obama’s rescue.
On CNN Live, host Don Lemon asked Zakaria for his
view on Obama’s approach versus that of Donald
Trump.
Smiling, Zakaria pontificated, “in some ways, it was
vintage Obama” because “the way he views it, people
like Donald Trump are playing with fire and he is the
fireman.” Obama “is the guy who’s going to douse
those flames,” swooned Zakaria. Obama is “cool,
measured,” the “adult” who doesn’t “get hysterical.”
Zakaria added that Obama’s logic “may be too cool for
some people.” Or maybe just too vacuous?

CNN’s Fareed Zakaria bubbled with enthusiasm in defending
President Obama’s passionless speech about the San
Bernardino terrorism, swooning that Obama is “cool,
measured,” the “adult” in the room, and who “may be too
cool for some people.”

What Vote?
In a historic vote on Dec. 4, the U.S. Senate passed (52-47) a bill that
would repeal major parts of Obamacare and end all federal funding to Planned
Parenthood, but ABC, CBS, and NBC didn’t report it. The three major broadcast
news networks said nothing. The bill is now in the House for mark-up and then
a vote, where it is expected to pass and then go to President Obama’s desk.
While the networks said nothing about the Senate vote, that Friday morning
they did report on news crucial to their leftist agenda. CBS This Morning, for
instance, disappointingly relayed that “Senate Republicans [had] rejected new
gun control legislation.” Although the networks censored the Senate vote on
Planned Parenthood, they did extensively cover the shooting at the Colorado
Springs Parenthood Parenthood facility. They have their priorities.
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As Bigoted as ISIS?

New York Daily News columnist Linda
Stasi let all her left-wing, anti-Christian
venom spew in a piece following the
San Bernardino Islamic terrorist attack
by claiming one of the Christian victims
was just as “bigoted” and “hate-filled”
as the jihadist killers. The headline ran,
“San Bernardino Killers Were ISIS-Loving
Monsters –But One of Their Victims Was
Just as Bigoted.”
Linda Stasi
said the terrorist
Syed Farook was
“radicalized”
by his online
bride, but the
victim, Nicholas
Thalasinos, was
“a radical Born
Linda Stasi, New York
Again Christian/
Daily New columnist
Messianic Jew”
who wrote “frightening, NRA-loving, hatefilled screeds on Facebook.” He was “a
hate-filled bigot,” railed Stasi, who added
that Thalasinos was “inaccurately being
eulogized as a kind and loving man.”
Despite the evidence of the killers’
connection to ISIS, Stasi claimed an
argument between Farook and Thalasinos
— “two hate-filled, bigoted municipal
employees” — led to the deaths of 14
innocent people.
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Guns &
Slaves
Apparently
unaware of
U.S. Supreme
Court rulings
confirming an
individual’s
right to keep
and bear arms
under the 2nd
Amendment,
The Daily
Beast’s Chris
Dickey, a
veteran of
Newsweek
and the
Washington
Post, furiously tried to tie gun ownership to slave ownership. In a
December article, “The U.S. ‘Right’ to Own Guns Came With the
‘Right’ to Own Slaves,” Dickey relied heavily on the serial fiction
writer Charles Dickens.
During an 1842 book tour of America, Dickens, as paraphrased by
Dickey, saw that “people who owned slaves wanted to carry guns to
keep blacks intimidated and docile.” Dickey then wildly claimed the
2nd Amendment “was essentially written to protect the interest of
Southerners” to crush slave revolts,” and “to keep slaves in slavery,
you needed militias and they needed to be armed. Such is the
fundamental ‘right’ assured by the Second Amendment.”
That’s journalism today: relying on a 19th century British novelist
as a source on U.S. constitutional law.

n For governors who oppose more Syrian refugees, MSNBC’s Mika Brzezinski
rants, “they’re being incredibly stupid and hateful, and I think destructive.”
n MSNBC’s Chris Matthews challenges the ethnicity of Ted Cruz and Marco
Rubio: “I’m not sure the right word is Hispanic for them, because they are Cuban
nationals or whatever, or come from Cuba.” n Former ABC anchor Charlie Gibson
reassures us, “I don’t think there’s anything to Benghazi and I don’t think there’s
anything to the e-mails. I’m sick of hearing about them. I don’t think there’s anything
to this.” n CNN’s Marc Lamont Hill spreads his leftist propaganda, “The greatest lie
in American history is the myth of the self-made person. Nobody makes themselves.
We’re all shaped by communities, by people who struggled and sacrificed for us, by
governments that offer safety nets.” n Carl Bernstein rallies to Hillary Clinton’s
defense over the Benghazi hearing, “I think you have to go back to Joe McCarthy, to the Howard Fineman
House Un-American Committee, to find a process as abusive in a congressional hearing agrees that Tea Party
as this one was. This was a reckless and outrageous hearing.” n HuffPo’s Howard conservatives are just
like ISIS, “Yes! Yes!
Fineman agrees that Tea Party conservatives are just like ISIS, “Yes! Yes! That’s a very That’s a very good
good analogy! Without the violence, obviously, but yes, they are a rejectionist front.” analogy!”
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L. Brent Bozell III   and Tim Graham
November 24, 2015 • Nationally Syndicated Column

The New York Times Book Review Cheaters

T

he Bible is the best-selling book of all time, but
The New York Times would have to consign it to the
ghetto for “Advice, How-To, and Miscellaneous” books.
That’s what the Gray Lady has done to David Limbaugh
and his new book, The Emmaus Code: Finding Jesus in
the Old Testament.
Paul Bedard at the Washington
Examiner revealed that on the newspaper’s November 29 best-seller chart, the
Times didn’t put David Limbaugh’s book
at number 8 on the nonfiction list, where
it belonged. They set it aside in the “Advice, How-To, Miscellaneous” category.
Even there, the Times played games,
Bedard reported. “In the most recent
week, the Regnery-published book sold
9,642 copies. The New York Times bestseller list for advice put it at No. 5 even
though it out-sold No. 4, ‘Big Magic,’ by
3,533 copies.”
Who needs math?
It’s also strange that Extreme Ownership by Jocko
Willink and Leif Babin is on the nonfiction best-seller
list, although the Times describes it as “applying the
principles of Navy SEALs leadership training to any
organization.” That sounds like an advice book.
Bedard also blew the whistle on the Times Book Review a year ago when Limbaugh’s first book on Christian apologetics debuted. They “banished conservative
legal author David Limbaugh’s latest, Jesus on Trial,
from its upcoming best-seller list despite having sales
better than 17 other books on the list.”
Bedard also exposed the Times playing this game
of “hide the conservative best-seller” with Dinesh
D’Souza’s book America, a companion to his documentary of the same name.
This doesn’t even consider the Times actually
reviewing a Limbaugh book. The Book Review crew
beclowned themselves in September by assigning a

reviewer to the latest book by that literary giant Kim
Kardashian. It was titled Selfish, a picture book of her
own selfies. But they never found someone to write
about Mark Levin’s Plunder and Deceit as it sat in second place on the Nonfiction best-sellers list.
Not every best-seller gets a Times
review, but it’s not hard to see the favoritism on any list. Books by liberal journalists Jon Meacham and Ted Koppel are
reviewed, as are books by leftist radicals
Gloria Steinem and Ta-Nehisi Coates.
GOP presidential contenders Donald
Trump and Ben Carson don’t get book
reviews, and neither do Fox News hosts
Bill O’Reilly and Brian Kilmeade. The reviews of conservative best-sellers would
probably be vicious, but they might still
be seen by the Times as a mistake – for
suggesting the books matter.
This also happens with books on God
and Godlessness. A best-selling book
on the Salem Witch trials is reviewed, but not David
Limbaugh analyzing the Bible. The tastemakers at the
Times have no interest in studying the Bible like a believer, exploring the old maxim of St. Augustine that “in
the Old Testament, the New Testament is concealed; in
the New Testament, the Old Testament is revealed.”
Instead, the Times assigned a review of Battling the
Gods: Atheism in the Ancient World, by Tim Whitmarsh
– not a best-seller, but pleasing fare for the secular
fundamentalists. Reviewer Rebecca Newberger Goldstein blithely stated: “In the grip of religious conviction,
a person will commit acts too horrific to otherwise
contemplate.”
The Times doesn’t find the Bible to be a “good
book,” so they can play cheating games with their
best-seller list. They surely ignore Proverbs 19, which
begins, “Better is the poor that walketh in his integrity,
than he that is perverse in his lips, and is a fool.”

Does your employer have a matching gift program?
Your gift could double today!
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MRC.ORG • CNSNEWS.COM • NEWSBUSTERS.ORG • MRC CULTURE • MRC BUSINESS • MRCTV.ORG

The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on stories
of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They provide
analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, social media, in magazines,
books, and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the
major media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

Television
CAIN TV: Best of Cain, Nov. 12, Dec. 16
CBN TV: CBN News, Dec. 4
FBN: Cavuto Coast to Coast,Dec. 1, 12
Kennedy, Dec. 16
Lou Dobbs Tonight, Dec. 16
Making Money, Nov. 12
Risk and Reward, Dec. 3
Varney & Co., Nov. 11, 17, Dec. 3, 16, 187
FNC: Red Eye, Dec. 12, 17
NEWSMAX TV:
Prime, Dec. 3, 9, 16
OANN:
Daily Ledger, Nov. 12, 19, Dec. 3, 17
Tipping Point, Nov. 20, 25, Dec. 4
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Radio
Alan Nathan Show, Nov. 17, 20, Dec. 4, 10, 17
American Family Radio, Nov. 13, 16, 20, 30, Dec. 3
Behind Enemy Lines Radio, Dec. 1
Bob Dutko Show, Dec. 8
Conservative Commandos, Nov. 19, Dec. 15
David Webb Show, Dec. 3
Financial Spots, Nov. 20
Hannity Radio, Nov. 27, Dec. 16
Jacki Daily Show, Nov. 24
Janet Mefferd Show, Dec. 6
John Fredericks Show, Nov. 9, Dec. 4
Kelly File, Dec. 1
Lars Larson Show, Dec. 1, 14
Mark Levin Show, Dec. 1, 3
Mike Gallagher Show, Dec. 3
National Right to Life News, Nov. 12, 18, 20, 30
NPR, Nov. 20
Rush Limbaugh Show, Dec. 4, 7, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 21
TV Line, Nov. 20
Wilkow Majority, Dec. 4
KABC, Los Angeles, CA, Dec. 16
KDKA, Pittsburgh, PA, Dec. 16
KERV, Kerrville, TX, Nov. 19, Dec. 2, 16
KFYI, Phoenix, AZ, Nov. 30, Dec. 16
KIRO, Seattle, WA, Dec. 16
KLIF, Dallas, TX, Dec. 1
KLPW, St. Louis, MO Dec. 21
KMED, Medford, OR, Nov. 11, 17, Dec. 16
KNTH, Houston, TX, Nov. 16, 19, 30, Dec. 2, 3, 14, 17
KPRZ, San Diego, CA, Nov. 18, Dec. 2
KTKZ, Sacramento, CA, Dec. 16
KVOR, Colorado Springs, CO, Nov. 25, Dec. 3, 15, 17
WBAP, Dallas, TX, Dec. 14, 18
WEMJ, Concord, NH, Dec. 5

WIBA, Madison, WI, Nov. 18, Dec. 1, 3
WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Nov. 16, 30, Dec. 14
WIZM, La Crosse, WI, Dec. 16
WLW, Cincinnati, OH, Dec. 3
WMUZ, Detroit, MI, Nov. 18, Dec. 1, 15
WNRR, Augusta, GA, Dec. 1, 2, 15, 16
WOR, New York, NY, Dec. 16
WROK, Aurora, IL, Nov. 17, Dec. 1, 15
WSB, Atlanta, GA, Dec. 17
WTKF, Morehead City, NC, Dec. 4, 18
WTMJ, Milwaukee, WI, Dec. 4, 17
WXXM, Madison, WI, Dec. 14
WYAY, Atlanta, GA, Dec. 18
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Print

On Fox Business Live, MRC President Brent
Bozell analyzes how the New York Daily News,
CNN, NBC, and CBS mocked conservatives and
people of faith who offered their prayers for the
victims of the San Bernardino terrorist attack.

On Fox & Friends, MRC Research Director Rich
Noyes discusses the “Best Notable Quotables
2015,” the MRC’s annual awards for the year’s
worst reporting by the liberal media.

Wall Street Journal, Nov. 11
Washington Examiner, Nov. 12, 16, 30,
Dec. 15, 16
Washington Post, Nov. 14, 16, 20, 30, Dec. 15
Washington Times, Nov. 12, Dec. 1, 3, 12
~ PARTIAL LISTING

Internet & Twitter
American Family Association, Dec. 4, 18
BizPacReview.com, Nov. 12, Dec. 16
Breitbart News, Nov. 11, 20, Dec. 14, 16
CBN News, Dec. 15
Christian Examiner, Nov. 30, Dec. 2
Christian Today, Dec. 1, 3, 16
CNN Money, Dec. 3
Daily Mail, Nov. 20
Drudge Report, Nov. 9,15, 17, Dec. 4, 7, 8, 23
E! Online, Nov. 10, 20
Entertainment Weekly, Nov. 20
Fox Nation, Nov. 11, 12, 14, 19, Dec. 16
FoxNews.com, Nov. 10, 30, Dec. 1, 7
Free Beacon, Nov. 12, Dec. 16
Global Dispatch, Nov. 17, 30, Dec. 18
Hollywood Gossip, Nov. 20
HotAir, Nov. 14, 16, 18, Dec. 16
Instapundit, Dec. 16
LegalInsurrection, Dec. 16
LifeNews, 19, 30, Dec. 1, 2, 4, 5, 11, 16
Mediaite, Nov. 6, 12, Dec. 15
NY Daily News, Nov. 20
OneNewsNow, Nov. 30, Dec. 1, 4, 14, 15, 16
Patriot Post, Nov. 18
People, Nov. 20
Red Alert Politics, Nov. 20, 30, Dec. 3 (2)
RedState, Nov. 12, 15, Dec. 16
Right Scoop, Dec. 16
Slate, Nov. 19
Sports World News, Dec. 3
Sunshine State News, Nov. 17
The Blaze, Nov. 19, 20, Dec. 16
The Daily Caller, Nov. 12, Dec. 16

On Fox’s Cavuto: Coast to Coast, MRC Research
Director Rich Noyes details how the liberal
media are attacking Donald Trump with very
biased coverage, “reporters who think it’s
their job to not just report what’s going on,
but to put their own finger on the scale.”
The Hill, Nov. 19, 20
Time, Nov. 20
Townhall.com, Dec. 1, 2, 14, 15, 17
Twitchy, Nov. 12, Dec. 1, 16
Variety, Nov. 20
Washington Free Beacon, Nov. 18, 19
Western Journalism.com, Dec. 3
WND, Dec. 12, 15
Yahoo News, Nov. 20, Dec. 3, 23
@catopress, 2.4K followers, Dec. 8
@cvpayne, 66.7K followers, Dec. 9
@drudge_report, 844K followers, Nov. 9, Dec. 7, 8
@energybrief, 8.9K followers, Dec. 8
@harmsreport, 2.3K followers, Nov. 11, 12, Dec. 4
@lifenewshq, 151K followers, Nov. 12
@monicacrowley, 267K followers, Dec. 7
@replouiegohmert, 52.4K followers, Dec. 10
@SenMikeLee, 193K followers, Nov. 12
@shannonbream, 145K followers, Dec. 7
@steavedeaceshow, 21.8K followers, Nov. 11
Harms Report, 1.7K likes, Nov. 11, 12
Rep. Louie Gohmert, 54K fans, Dec. 10
Sen. Mike Lee, 290K likes, Nov. 12
~ PARTIAL LISTING

“

We have decided to bequeath
to the Media Research Center a
major gift because we believe
the MRC is the only organization
dedicated to getting the truth
out on the media.

”

Melissa and Jim E.
Savannah, GA

Here’s how you, too, can make a lasting gift to the MRC’s mission.
Sample Residual Gift Language

Specific Gift Language

A residual bequest comes to us after
your estate expenses and specific
bequests are paid:
I give and devise to the Media
Research Center (Tax ID #541429009), located in Reston, VA, all
(or state a percentage) of the rest,
residue, and remainder of my estate,
both real and personal, to be used for
its general support (or for the support
of a specific fund or program).

Naming the Media Research Center
as a beneficiary of a specific amount
from your estate is easy:
I give and devise to the Media
Research Center (Tax ID #541429009), located in Reston, VA, the
sum of $______________
(or asset) to be used for its general
support (or for the support of a
specific fund or program).

For more information,
contact Carl Sperapani
at (571) 267-3445 or
csperapani@mrc.org.
The MRC requests that
you consult with your tax
consultant or advisor before
making any tax-related
financial decisions.

Caribbean Cruise 2016

FEBRUARY 13-20

Come Join Us!

Join Brent Bozell of the MRC and an all-star cast of
conservative guest speakers for the vacation of a lifetime on
board Holland America’s premier Westerdam cruise ship!

Co-sponsored by

MRCCRUISE.COM
1-800-707-1634
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